"How to drink your Slim Roast Coffee"

When someone orders their products, I advise them of some of these things but this is good to know information when handling new customers or distributors when drinking their coffee and beginning their business.

I don't want someone freaking out because they drank 3 cups of their coffee and a slim roast within the same hour. LOL. (I'm sorry but it's sort of funny). We have such a unique and powerful coffee. In the sense it does what it does better than any weight loss "product" let alone "coffee" in the world!

Slim Roast weight management coffee trims inches, cuts fat off, and helps folks to lose weight like nothing I've seen in my 30 years of nutrition, weight lifting, the arts, supplements and diet advice. If you need a kick start to your weight loss it's SLIM ROAST!

1. Do not pour your Valentus Slim Roast into your existing coffees for the day. remember Slim roast has up to 120mg of caffeine in each stick. think about it. if you drink one stick of Slim Roast and then add two more cups of your coffee for the morning that could add up to about 240mg of caffeine. Many products in the stores have 200 to 500mg in one serving which is not good to be drinking that much at once. I believe the 120mg is plenty. And if you want half that caffeine amount than just do 1/2 stick at first. You will still feel good, have more mental clarity and lose weight over your existing coffee! HA!

2. Additional, let them know that this Slim Roast "replaces" their existing coffee! I can't believe people drink the Slim Roast and then proceed to drink their regular one to 4 cups a day. I would count the caffeine amount and figure out what each person is used to and regulate how much of the slim roast they should take in one sitting or two during the day.

3. Make sure folks know to heat up their water and let it cool down a little prior to pouring in the slim roast as scalding water will most likely destroy some ingredients (as they are plant based!). people are boiling their water sometimes and pouring in the valentus mix right away instead of waiting until it cools a little bit. if you can't drink it then it is probably too hot to pour in the ingredients! I love it ICED!

4. My advice is don't drink with food. Best results would be to drink when you first get up just prior to breakfast give the ingredients some time to be absorbed by body. same with prior to lunch.

5. I tell folks it is best to take either two slim roast one prior to breakfast and one prior to lunch or better yet, one slim roast prior to breakfast and a TRIM prior to lunch and an energy in the afternoon and an immune at bedtime. Knowing that Slim roast is 120mg of caffeine. Trim is about 60mg and Energy is about 60mg and immune has no caffeine to my knowledge.

6. One can put almost anything into the coffee if they need for taste, but the coffee ALONE is the best tasting coffee "black" and with this many ingredients I've ever
tasted. Much better than starbucks bitter brand or Dunkin Donuts or mcdonald's coffee's, etc. Drinking it straight has a nice after taste and no sugars.

7. It's important that folks know that together, these four valentus products work synergistically the best to get people results in weight loss and inch loss. That "we" as a group take all four daily. I have my write up on how I take them slim roast a.m., trim or slim roast prior to lunch, energy in between lunch and dinner and immune prior to bed time or after dinner. The energy is also an incredible thermogenics product! They need to try at least a starter pack or they need to just jump in with the business builder pack! in order to get onto all 3 and 4 Valentus drink products for weight loss and energy and immune. I talk about this on my site www.slimroastweightlosscoffee.com "Why take all the products" CIRCLE with video of 12in24 and then my write up below it.

Last, when they order if this is multiple boxes make sure they begin to line up their people and talk about what they are getting in the mail soon so they can get 20-25 interested parties to retail to or sample immediately upon receiving their order!

Getting people results in the first 5 days is usually not a problem with Valentus Slim Roast!

BOOM!

Triple Diamond Rick Jerrells